Introduction and History
Coincidence counting is a powerful method for the measurement of the activity ofradionuclides, and has been in use for over 60 years (Geiger and Werner, 1924; Dunworth, 1940; Campion, 1959; NCRP, 1961 NCRP, , 1985 Baerg, 1966; Herceg Novi, 1973) . The technique, with its variants, enables the direct measurement of activity of most radionuclides, without any specific values being assumed for branching ratios or other decay-scheme parameters, or for source and detector efficiencies. It is directly applicable to all radionuclides decaying by the "simultaneous" emission of two or more radiations, such as 13-1' , a-)', electron capture-)',)'-)', )'-X, etc.
The simplest example would be a nuclide of activity A , decaying by emission of a single 13 ray followed by )'-ray transitions. Two detectors are required, each of which would ideally respond to only one of the two types of radiation. The pulses from the 13 and 1' detectors are counted separately and the coincidence method uses a third counting channel, with an electronic circuit which records a count only if simultaneously activated by a pulse from both 13 and 1' channels. Neglecting all corrections or distortions, the single channel count rates will be pl'>, p' Y, which are related to the activity by counting efficiencies, El'>, E' Y , defined by
Pl'> = AEI'>, p' Y = AE'Y.
(5.1)
The coincidence count rate will be (5.2) assuming only that the probabilities of detection of the two radiations are independent, which is usually the case, partly because a 13 detector of "41T geometry" is normally used. The source activity is therefore given by
and both efficiencies can be calculated as E = Pi' >' Y and E = Pi' >' Y (5.4)
Modifications of these equations are invariably required, because at least one detector is not exclusively sensitive to one type of radiation, and also because decay schemes are usually more complex than assumed above. Such modifications are efficiency dependent, but by counting over a suitable range of measurement conditions, the activity may be found from an extrapolation, usually to 100% in the counting efficiency of the 13 counter, as shown in Section 9.
All observable count rates are affected by losses due to the effect of dead time in detectors and electronic circuits. Furthermore, the coincidence channel also has additional counts due to the presence of "fortuitous" coincidences, which are also often referred to as "accidental" coincidences. A "genuine" coincidence is counted when the pulses in the constituent 13 and 1' channels originate from the same atomic nucleus. Due to the radiation interaction processes in detectors, there is always a spread of arrival times (referred to as "time jitter", typically 0.1to1.0 µ,s) of the 13 and 1' pulses at the coincidence mixer, and therefore it is necessary to ensure that the width of the pulses arriving at the mixer is sufficient to avoid any loss of these genuine coincidences. Unfortunately, with such finite widths, known as resolving times, some fortuitous coincidences will also be counted, where the pulses in the 13 and 1' channels originate from different atomic nuclei.
The dead time in the 13 (or)') channel is denoted by Tl' > (or T'Y), the resolving time by rl'> (or r 'Y) and the observed count rates are RI'>, R ' Y, Re, where (5.5) is the sum of the "fortuitous" and "genuine" coincidences. The "true" count rates, pl'>, p ' Y, P1>v are those count rates that would be observable in the absence of all dead-time losses and fortuitous coincidences. (For the notation used, see Appendix A). It will be useful to denote the smaller dead time by Tm = min (Tl'>, T'Y) and the larger dead time by TM = max (Tl'>, T'Y).
Over the years, various formulae have been used to derive the true coincidence count rate, Pi' >' Y' from observed rates, dead times and resolving times, and in the following section, various "traditional" formulae are given. In subsequent sections, exact and highorder approximate formulae are given for both the extendable and non-extendable dead-time cases. The chosen formula is applied directly to the observed rates, which invariably include background contributions. The latter are measured separately, corrected by the same formula, and subtracted.
A final correction is usually made to allow for the decay of the source. An ideal formula would treat the combined effect of dead times, resolving times, background and decay, as described for the single channel case by Axton and Ryves (1963) (see Section 2.3.5), but, unfortunately, an exact solution including decay during measurement is not known for the coincidence channel. Normally, however, the change in the deadtime and resolving-time corrections, caused by a change in count rate due to decay during a measurement, is negligible, so the correction for decay can be treated separately.
Thus the true 13, 1' or coincidence count rate from the source itself, at a reference time tref, based on a .s measurement over a period from t i to t; + T , is given approximately by X.Te+A(t; -tref) (p -PB) 1 ~ e-AT ' (5.6) where pis the observed total counts (i.e., from source and background) in the interval T, divided by T, after correction for the effects of dead times and resolving times, and PB is the separately measured background count rate (assumed to be time independent), also corrected for dead-time and resolving-time effects.
Traditional Approximate Formulae
The formulae traditionally used to correct the coincidence count rate, for dead-time losses and for accidental coincidences, include those of Campion (1959 ), Hayward (1961 ), Gandy (1961 1962) and Bryant (1963) , which are summarized in this Section. The formulae published by Campion, Hayward and Bryant were restricted to equal resolving times, rfl = r Y' but they have been generalized here, using the original author's approach, where possible, to allow for unequal resolving times. Gandy's original formula for accidental coincidences, which was restricted to equal dead times, has also been generalized to allow Tfl ~ Tr These authors assumed at least that max (rfl, ry) s Tm, or even the stricter condition (r fl + ry) s Tm, to ensure that a given pulse does not give rise to multiple coincidences, as discussed further in Section 5.4. They also derived their formulae for the case of non-extendable dead times, although, to first order, all such formulae are equally applicable to extendable dead times.
Adapted from Campion
Campion (1959) gave no definitive formula, although various contributing terms were derived by several methods. A widely accepted version, generalized to unequal resolving times, is
which is derived from R e = R r + RflY' where Rr = CRri -Rfly)rflRy + (Ry -Rfly)r fi ri, (5.8) Rfly = Pfly(l -R fl Tfl -R yTy + R eTm).
(5.9)
The above equation for R fly is derived from
which represents the product of the true coincidence rate and a factor which approximates to the time that the counting system is unable to register a genuine coincidence. For his single-channel correction, Campion used Pri = Rri /C l -PriTri) instead of the correct equation Pri = RriCl + PriTri). A similar correction to his original coincidence channel dead-time formula then leads to Equation 5.10.
Adapted from Hayward
Hayward's formula (1961) was restricted to equal dead times and resolving times, but a generalization from his Equation 4 is R e( l + PriTfl + PyTy) -(rfl + r y) PflPy
Equation 5.11 is quadratic in Pfly> and can be solved explicitly or by iteration.
In considering the number of genuine coincidences lost in dead time, Hayward did not include those lost within the resolving-time period, since, although they are lost as a genuine coincidence, they are counted instead as an accidental, leaving no net change in the observed total coincidence rate. Therefore, he also excluded such accidentals when calculating the accidental coincidence rate, which therefore arose only between unaccompanied f3 pulses and unaccompanied ' Y pulses.
Adapted from Gandy
Gandy's formula (1961; 1962) .19 with s = 2) are in precise agreement with the high-order approximation of the exact solution given by Smith (i.e., PllY in Equations 5.54 and 5.55 in Section 5.4.6), at least to the orders given by Gandy.
However, Gandy's expression for R r is only valid to first order.
Adapted from Bryant
Bryant's formula (1963) , generalized to unequal resolving times and dead times, is (5.20) which can be expressed as
Bryant's solution was given by Equation 4 of his paper for the case of r ll = r y, Tll = Tr However, a generalization of his Equation 1 will allow for r ll ~ r Y' and, by analogy with Campion's formula, the speculative extension to Tll ~ Ty, as given in Equation 5.20, has been used occasionally. When published, Bryant's solution for the equal dead-time case was thought to be exact, but it has since been shown that two key assumptions of his derivation were invalid. Firstly, he assumed that the probability of one channel being live while the other channel was dead, was independent of the time that the latter channel had been dead. Secondly, he assumed that the overlap of dead times caused by non-coincident events was uniformly distributed. Such assumptions are valid only in the very particular and unrealistic case of Pll = pY, Tll = Ty, when Bryant's formula is indeed exact, and in full agreement with the general exact solution (Smith, 1978 and Section 5.4.6) . When Pll ~Py, Tll = Ty, it can be shown that Bryant's R r is correct only to first order in T and r, and that his R ily is correct only to second order in T.
Gandy Effect
In all the above correction formulae, fixed delay or mean relative delay between the [3 and ' Y channels is allowed for simply by substituting an "effective" resolving time r 'ii, r~ for the real rll, r y as follows, -r'll = rll + Bil, r~ = r y -Bil, (5.24) where Bil is the mean delay of the [3 rela!ive to the 'Y pulse, at the coincidence unit. Note that Bil is positive . if the [3 arrives after the 'Y pulse. This effect was first noted by Gandy (1961).
Conclusion
The formulae of Campion, Hayward, Gandy and Bryant are all valid at sufficiently low count rates, and, indeed, they are actually identical if expressed as a first-order expansion to dead times and resolving times. No one formula is consistently superior to any other over a wide range of count rates, dead times and resolving times. This is true, in particular, for Bryant's formula which has been extensively used in the mistaken belief that it was exact for Tll = Ty· However, there is no need to continue to use any of these traditional formulae, because a relatively simple high-order approximation is now known for the usual non-extendable dead-time case, as described in Section 5.4.6 and Appendix E. Similarly, for the equal dead-time case, Tll = Ty, the exact solution is now available as a simple formula, also given in Section 5.4.6 and Appendix E . Some illustrative comparisons of the accuracy of the various formulae are shown in Figures 5. 7 to 5.11, Section 5.4.
For the effect of two dead times in series on coincidence measurements, see Funck (1987b) .
The case of an extendable dead time is treated in Section 5.3.
Formulae for Extendable Dead Times

The General Problem
In the simple situation, where a nuclide decays in two consecutive steps by, for example, the emission of a beta particle and a gamma ray, the coincidence method can be used for an experimental measurement of the activity of the radioactive source. The notation is explained in Appendix A The losses produced by the respective dead times can be formally expressed by their transmission factors T, i.e., (5.25) Similarly, we can write for the coincidence rate Tc = Rr;-J Pr; 1 , (5.26) but the main difficulty in the coincidence method, as outlined before, remains the determination of Pr>r We now show that this problem has a simple and exact solution if we use dead times of the extendable, rather than non-extendable, type.
Evaluation of the True Coincidences
As a first step, we derive a general expression for the transmission factor, Tc, assuming that Rr; 1 is already available. The determination of the random contribution, Rr, to the experimentally measured coincidence rate will be our second and major task.
As we have seen previously, extendable dead times are always initiated by events from the original series, i .e., pulses of the type Pr; or Pr For the individual rates, this readily leads, for the transmission factors defined in Equation 5. 25, to (5.27) The evaluation of Tc is more difficult. For an event of type Pr; 1 to "survive,'' the following three conditions must be fulfilled simultaneously no event Pb = Pr; -Pr; 1 in the interval Tr;, no event Pg = p 1 -Pr; 1 in the interval T 1 , no other event Pr; 1 in the interval TM = max ( Tp, T 1 ).
These time intervals are assumed to precede immediately the arrival time of the event Pr; 1 in question.
Since the three series of events fJb, Pg and Pr; 1 all form stationary and independent Poisson processes, the "survival probability", Tc' is given simply by the product (Muller, 1977b) (5.28a)
An equivalent notation is
where Tm= min (Tr;, T 1 ). The factor eP~-yTm accounts for the events Pr;-y appearing in both channels.
Evaluation of the Accidental Coincidences
As for non-extendable dead times, the evaluation of the rate, Rr, of accidental (or fortuitous) coincidences is the decisive part of the exercise. It can be done in a general and concise way (see Muller, 1977c) .
For the dead times, let us assume that T-y -Tp :: d ~ 0.
(5.29) (Note that the opposite situation can be described by a formal interchange of betas and gammas). It is practical to treat separately the cases where an accidental coincidence is initiated by an event from the beta or from the gamma channel, and to denote the time preceding the arrival of the later event by x'. When the resolving times (rp, r 1 ) correspond to the widths of rectangular pulses, an accidental coincidence appears whenever there is an overlap in time.
By requiring that Tm> rr; + r 1 , we avoid the situation where a single event can give rise to more than one random coincidence. 5.3.3.1 Gamma Arrives before Beta. If we denote the type of event by the symbol used for its count rate, we can say that Rr; arrives at x' = 0. Since Rr; is observed, there can be (in both channels) no event Pr;-y in the interval 0 < x' < Tr;.
The probability density, w, for finding a gamma pulse (of type Pg) capable of forming an accidental coincidence is ( Figure 5 .1) (5.30) Hence, the probability for a gamma pulse to arrive 5.3.3.2 Beta Arrives before Gamma. By an analogous (but not strictly symmetrical) reasoning one can now arrive at the expression ( Figure 5 .
This yields for the rate of random coincidences initiated by a beta pulse
P13y
(5.35)
The total rate of accidental coincidences is given by 
Relative Time Delay
In Equation 5.37, for the accidental coincidences, it has been tacitly assumed that there is no time delay between the beta and the gamma channels. While originally it had generally been believed that the rate of random coincidences was independent of a time delay and that a possible mismatch (for instance within the coincidence resolving time) could do no harm, it was first shown by Gandy (1961) that such an opinion is unfounded and that any relative delay implies an error in the activity measurement. Since this so-called "Gandy effect" has remained difficult to evaluate, one usually paid attention only to carefully eliminating any channel mismatch. However, the analysis of delayed coincidences for a nuclide involving an isomeric state, for example, calls for a complete knowledge of the Gandy effect.
It may be interesting to note that general formulae which describe the rate of accidental coincidences as a function of the delay can be obtained in the case of extendable dead times. For explicit expressions, see Muller (1977d) .
However, for the most usual case, when the delay is less than min (r 13 , rY ), the formulae given in this Section are unchanged, except for the simple substitution ofr 13 , rY by "effective" resolving times, as given in Equation 5.24.
Conclusion
We have now assembled all the elements necessary for determining the true coincidence rate Pl3r Thus, the equations for the directly measured count rates, R 13 and RY, (5.38) are solved (either iteratively or by using the series given in Equation 2.lOb) to give p 13 and Py· This, then, enables an iterative solution for p 13 Y to be found from the equation for the observed coincidence rate, Re, which is (for Ty ;::: T13) R13p Re = __ g e -P>T, +p~,T~(le -p~,r, )
The case of Ty < T 13 is obtained by a formal interchange of betas and gammas. A Fortran 77 subroutine for this exact solution is given in Appendix D.
Formulae for Non-Extendable Dead Times
Introduction
The exact formulation to correct coincidencecounting data for the effects of non-extendable dead time and accidental coincidences was discovered by Cox and Isham (1977) and developed by Smith (1978; 1979; 1987; 1988) to give exact formulae and a simple-to-use high-order approximation. The exact solution is known only for the cases where one dead time is an integer multiple of the other, but the approximation is valid for any non-integer or integer dead-time value. The approximation, which has been evaluated to fourth order in the dead times and to third order in the resolving times, breaks down only when the product of the count rate and the smallest dead time becomes significant compared to unity. Both the exact and approximate solutions are valid for any resolving time values, provided max (rp, r Y) s min ( Tp, Ty).
( 5.40) However, this condition is modified in the presence of a fixed relative delay between the ~ and 'Y channels and/ or the presence of time jitter. If resolving times are set to their minimum values consistent with ensuring that no genuine coincidences are lost merely due to the delay or jitter, then the condition for the validity of all the formulae becomes (5.41) A fixed delay between the ~ and 'Y channels is exactly taken into account by a simple substitution in all the formulae of the resolving times by "effective resolving times", as noted by Smith (1979) and Funck (1980) . The effect of time jitter can be approximately allowed for by using the mean value of the ~-'Y relative delay, in place of the fixed relative delay, as first described by Williams and Campion (1965) . Then, for unequal dead times, the remaining effect of jitter is typically no larger than the third-order resolvingtime term in the approximate formula, and hence can usually be ignored. For dead times which are equal or which differ by less than the maximum width of the time-jitter distribution, the remaining effect of jitter is significant, due to an additional loss of genuine coincidences for this case, and necessitates an additional term in the correction formulae in the form of a factor (1 + Ppyl) applied to the observed coincidence rate. The term J depends only on the time distribution and the difference of ~ and 'Y dead times. This latter first-order effect of time jitter may be completely eliminated, however, merely by ensuring that the dead times differ from each other by more than the width of the time-jitter distribution.
The correction formulae were extended by Smith (1978; 1987) to allow for out-of-channel events, and for the cases of one-or two-dimensional "computer discrimination''.
Background counts are invariably present when a source is measured, and it should be remembered that the correction formulae are applied directly to the observed rates. The contribution of the background should be measured separately, corrected by the same formulae and subtracted to give the required source rates.
Possible States of the Two Counters
In any coincidence measurement, the true count rates, pp, Py, Ppy, can be considered as arising from three independent Poisson processes Ppy, Pb (=pp -Ppy), pgC=pY -Ppy). The counts can originate from the decay of one or more nuclides and include any background effects. For the beta and gamma channels, the true count rates, p, are given in terms of the observed rates,R, by R y Py = 1 -R 7'. ' y y (5.42) but the coincidence count-rate correction is more complicated, and, as a first step in its derivation, a method of specifying the states of the counters is needed.
The states are defined in such a way that the instantaneous transition probabilities from a state are determined by the current state. Thus, if a counter is blocked, the state description must specify for how long the counter has been blocked. The simplification is made that the dead time from the two counters commence simultaneously when both detectors are activated as a result of a genuine coincidence. However, as noted later, a simple generalization can be made to all the correction formulae to allow exactly for a fixed relative delay between the channels. The channel with the largest (or smallest) dead time is also characterized by the suffix M (or m), so that, for example, Tp (iv) q 13 ./uM, um) for 0 ~ u i ~ Ti (i = M, m): counter M has been blocked for a time uM and counter m for a time Um . A genuine coincidence may commence only if both channels are unblocked, and hence the number of genuine coincidences must be p 13 ,,p 13 ' Y. It is clear that in the state q 13 -yCuM, um) no change can occur as a function of time until either one or both counters become unblocked due to completion of dead time(s). Also, the q 13 ./uM, u m) includes the finite probability that both counters become blocked simultaneously due to a genuine coincidence, in which case uM = um, hence
where q~c~( uM, um ) is absolutely continuous and 8 is the Dirac delta function.
The equilibrium equations of the process can now be obtained in the form of differential equations in the q;(u ). 
Solution of the Differential Equations
The equations can be solved either exactly for the cases where one dead time is an integer multiple of the other, or approximately for any value of the dead times, yielding in both cases explicit expressions for qi (u ) where j = 0, 1 . .. s -1 and where the 'Pi(i = 1, ... s) are the non-zero roots of (PM -cp)(pm + cp)" = PMPm"· It is easily shown that these expressions for qi(u) satisfy the general differential Equation 5.43 provided the 'Pi satisfy the above polynomial. The parameters ~' Although the q are approximations of the exact solution for integer s, it can be shown that this expansion also provides a good approximation for non-integer s. The parameters B and C can be deduced by application of the differential equations, as shown in Appendix B of Smith (1978) . The normalization condition (iii) may then be used to give the fourth-order approximation for p 13 "Y, which is quoted later in Equations 5.54 and 5.55.
The behavior of the Ch to first order in u is illustrated in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
An early attempt by Bryant (1963) at an exact solution for the T 13 = T-y case made the error of assuming that the qi were independent of u. It is only when both p 13 = p"Y and T 13 = T-y that the Ch are constant (Smith, 1978) .
Observed Coincidence Rate
The observed coincidence rate is exactly
The first term ( =R 13 -y) is the contribution of genuine coincidences, and is given by the true rate p 13 "Y, deflated by the requirement that both counters must be open to record both events. The next two terms are due to fortuitous coincidences between a pulse occurring in only one channel, when the second channel is also open, and a later pulse in the second channel occurring within the appropriate resolving time. The last two terms are due to fortuitous coincidences between a pulse in one channel when the second channel is blocked, and a later pulse in the second channel occurring after the channel becomes unblocked, but still within the appropriate resolving time. The two types of fortuitous coincidences are illustrated in Figure 5 .6. The sum of these last four terms gives the total accidental rate C =Rr). In the derivation of Equation 5.49, it is assumed that a given pulse can give rise, on the one hand to a genuine coincidence and no accidental, or on the other hand to, at most, two accidentals-one with an earlier pulse, one with a later pulse. This can only be guaranteed by the condition max (rll, r"Y) :::; min (T 13 , T"Y) .
(5.50)
In the presence of fixed delay or time jitter, Equation
5
.50 requires modification as noted in Sections 5.4. 7 and 5.4.10. To obtain the true coincidence rate in terms of observed rates, Equation 5.49 must be solved for Piir
Correction Formula for Pll"Y
The explicit solution for the coincidence count rate, Pll"Y' is given by Smith (1978; 1987) as
where the X(a function of the p, T, r ) and Y(a function of p, T) are defined below for three cases. The first case gives the high-order approximation for any dead-time values, the second case gives the exact solution for Tll = T-y and the third case gives the exact solution when one dead time is twice the other. An exact iterative solution is also known for all integer deadtime ratios, TM /Tm ;:?: 1, but it is fairly complex, and the reader is referred to Smith (1978) 
(5.54) For the latter region of s values, the error can be larger than the effect of the Y 3 term, but is considerably smaller than the change in Ppy caused by omission of the third-order Y 2 term.
High-Order Approximation (for integer or non-integer dead-time ratios). The solution is
In comparison, the traditional approximate formulae in Section 5.2 are typically at least an order of magnitude less accurate, with an error which is unpredictable and strongly dependent on p, T, r values (see Figures 5. 7 to 5.11).
The derivation of this high-order approximation was first given by Smith (1978) and extended to unequal resolving times in Smith (1987) . Its implementation by a FORTRAN 77 subroutine is given in AppendixE. This exact solution for equal dead times can also be written as
Exact Formula when
In view of the simplicity of this formula, it might be thought advantageous to use equal dead times, but the reader is cautioned that a significant disadvantage is that it is precisely for this case that time jitter has its most severe effect (Section 5.4.10). The derivation of this exact solution for the equal dead-time case was given by Cox and Isham (1977) , and in more detail by Smith (1978; 1987) . An appropriate FORTRAN 77 subroutine can be found in AppendixE.
5.4.6.3 Exact Formula when One Dead Time is Twice the Other (TM = 2Tm). The solution is Pr.-v in Equation 5.51, where the X and Y were derived by Smith (1987), but are too complicated to quote here, although they can be found in the FORTRAN 77 subroutine for this case, which is listed in Appendix E .
7 Fixed Delay or Gandy Effect
If a relative delay exists between the 13 and ' Y channels such that, for a genuine coincidence, the 13 cf 0.5 pulse arrives at the coincidence unit a time 8 13 (which can be positive or negative) later than the corresponding ' Y pulse, then, as shown by Smith (1979) and Funck (1980) , the coincidence rate will still be given exactly by Equation 5.49, but with a simple amendment to the limits of integration, which is exactly equivalent to replacing the resolving times by " effective" values (5.62) Thus, apart from a simple substitution ofr 13 , r y by r' 13 , r~, all the exact and all the approximate correction formulae are unchanged in the presence of delay.
.-
Gandy (1961) noted this same result for his approximate model. The use of effective resolving times given here by Equation 5.62 is valid, provided
to ensure that the genuine coincidences are counted, and provided also that (5.64) to ensure that the conditions mentioned prior to Equation 5.50 still hold, where " earlier" and "later" now refer to events relative to the absent genuine coincidence partner. The obvious conditions r 13 :::; T 13 , r y :::; Ty still apply.
Thus, the genuine coincidence rate remains p 13 Yp l3Y and the only changes are in the two types of accidental coincidence described in Section 5.4.5. For example, as illustrated in Figure 5 .12, the first type becomes (5.65) which is identical to the corresponding terms in Equation 5.49, provided the "effective" values r ' 13 , r 'y are employed. The resolving-time pulse is often presumed to commence at the start of the dead-time pulse, but, in fact, the correction formulae remain the same at whatever (fixed) time it commences within the dead time: the 8 13 refers to the relative delay between the ~ and ' Y resolving-time pulses.
Accidental Time Distribution with AND Gate
The time distribution of coincidence which occurs in the coincidence AND gate can be obtained by differentiating R e, as indicated in Figure 5 (5.67)
The case of 7 13 < 7-y is given by interchanging all [3 and 'Y subscripts. In the presence of fixed delay and / or time jitter, the r 13 , r-y are replaced by r' 13 , r~. In each case, time (as r 13 or r-y) is measured from the genuine coincidence peak. At the genuine coincidence peak, the accidental coincidences are given by aRc (
P13-y)
aRc ( P13-y ) <ff13 = P13-yP13P-y 1 -p; and ar-Y = P13-yP13P-y 1 -p; ' as shown in Figure 5 .13.
Time Distribution Observed with TAC
If a f3-' Y time distribution is measured with a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC), the recorded spectrum in the region of the genuine coincidence peak will only be the same as for the AND gate to first order. This is due to the fact that an extra delay is usually inserted to enable the genuine coincidence peak to be observed on the TAC output display, coupled with the operation of the TAC, which can register only the first stop pulse in any one time sweep. With a TAC starting off the 'Y pulse, with appropriate delay in the [3 channel, a distribution as given in Figure 5 .14 may be obtained. At a time x after the genuine coincidence peak, the number of accidentals observed is proportional to p 13 -y (P-y -p 13 ) exp (-pJ3X)p 13 , corresponding to the first type of accidentals in Figure 5 .6. However, the second type in Figure 5 .6, with two [3 pulses, cannot be seen as the TAC would have stopped at the first [3. Prior to the genuine coincidence peak, the accidentals will again be approximately as for the AND gate, but various distortions occur. The region from 0 to 7 13 after the TAC start is affected by the previous [3 stop pulse. There is also a discontinuity at time 7-y before the genuine peak, because after this, only [3 pulses unaccompanied by a 'Y (or f3 pulses accompanied by a 'Y which was lost in an earlier dead time) may be observed, otherwise the 'start' 'Y pulse would be lost in the dead time. Before this time, any f3 pulse, unaccompanied or not, may be observed.
Time Jitter
Time jitter is caused by variations in the behavior of [3 and 'Y detectors and also of amplifiers and discriminators, as a function of energy or pulse amplitude. It has no effect on the mean f3 or 'Y count rates, but does have a significant effect on the coincidence rates. Jitter occurs to some extent in both channels, but for many purposes it can be regarded as a variable relative delay between [3 and 'Y channels, and therefore, the resolving times r 13 , r -Y must be set so that the conditions of Equations 5.63 and 5.64 apply to the whole range of delays represented by the time-jitter distribution.
Suppose that the maximum and minimum values of 8 13 (the delay of the [3 relative to the 'Y channel) are Dr.min and Dr.max· The 8 13 is now taken to include both the jitter and any fixed delay. The minimum values of r 13 and r-y required to satisfy Equation 5.63 are shown in Figure 5 .15 for an arbitrary time distribution f(8 13 ), for relative delays being all positive, all negative, or both. In reality, the effect of time jitter is more complex than a mere averaging over a single time distribution but Monte-Carlo simulation shows that, except fo;
the case of r 13 = r"Y noted below, any effects of jitter on accidental coincidences (other than the approximation of Equation 5. 71) are very small, being, typically, no larger than the third-order resolving time term in the approximate formula. Thus, all formulae for accidental coincidences in previous sections remain applicable in the presence of time jitter and fixed delay, provided the resolving times r 13 , r"Y are replaced by " effective" values r' 13 , r'"Y , where r' 13 = r 13 + 8 13 , r~ = r"Y -8 13 .
(5.73)
The situation of fixed delays in Equation 5.62 is of course simply a special case of Equation 5. 73. 5.4.10.2 Effect of Jitter on Genuine Coincidences. Suppose, initially, thatjitter occurs solely in the [3 channel, and consider two consecutive genuine coincidences with jitter, 8 131 and 8 132 , respectively, and suppose that p(813max -8 13 min) « 1, so that only firstorder effects of jitter are significant. The number of genuine coincidences with jitter 8 131 is P13-yp13-yf(8131)d813i, and for each such coincidence there will be p13-y( 8131 -8 13 2)f(o 132 )do 132 subsequent genuine coincidences with a jitter 8 132 < 8 131 occurring at time r13 to ( T13 + 8131 -8132) after the start of the " unjittered" first coincidence ( Figure 5.16 ). There will be a total of P13-yp 13 / J 13 such coincidences, which, in the presence of jitter, will be lost in the dead time r 13 , where decreases to zero if the dead-time difference exceeds the time-jitter amplitude (Smith, 1979; Funck, 1981) . Normally, jitter occurs in both channels, so that the total of lost genuine coincidences will be approximately R f3 .. / lost injitter) ""'P [3yP~y(Jf3 + J Y -Jf3y), (5.75) where Jf3y allows for the interaction of the 13 and "I jitter. In most situations, the 13and "!-time distributions cannot be measured separately, and so the only available estimate of the number of lost genuine coincidences becomes R f3y (lost in jitter) ""' pf3yP~yJo., (5. 77)
For the case of 6°C o, with a gas proportional counter as 13 detector and a Nal crystal as "I detector, J was found (Funck, 1981) to underestimate Jf3 + J Y -J f3y by about 15%. 5.4.10.3 Other Effects of Time Jitter. In addition to the influence of jitter on accidentals due to an average "Gandy effect", jitter causes gains and losses of accidentals by a mechanism similar to that applicable to genuine coincidences noted in the last section. For accidentals, however, the gains and losses are equal at all dead-time values. Jitter also causes some interchange of accidental and genuine coincidences, by reversing the order of occurrence of the genuine partner with an accidental partner (relative to the zero-jitter situation). However, the total number of coincidences is unaffected, and although the observed time distribution will be slightly altered, such effects can normally be ignored. It may be useful to note that
and hence that the fractional correction to R e is almost independent of all dead times and resolving times. For example, for Tf3 = Ty with u = 0.1 µ,s, P[3-y = 10 4 Bq, the correction to R e amounts to 0.06%. This first-order correction due to jitter may be completely eliminated by the simple expedient of ensuring that the dead times differ by more than the maximum width of the time distribution.
In evaluating the 'effective' resolving times r'f3, r~ from Equation 5. 73, it should be recalled that the mean 13 delay, 8f3, given by Equation 5. 72 is defined as positive when the mean arrival time of the f3 pulses at the coincidence unit is later than the corresponding r pulses. It is often convenient to add an ape_ropriate fixed delay to either f3 or y channel to ensure Df3 = 0, in which case r ' f3 = rf3 and r~ = r y. 
where is an integral over the normalized time distribution of genuine coincidences. The distribution given by Equation 5. 79 varies from p 13 ' Yp 13 p-y(lp 13 'Y! p 13 ) at x = 813min to P13-yp13p-y(l -P13-yl p'Y) at x = 8 13 max, and at these limits is in agreement with the approximation derived from the exact solution for zero jitter in Section 5.4.8.
Equation 5. 79 could be used to subtract the accidental coincidences under the peak in an observed time distribution, in order to derive an improved estimate of the genuine coincidence distribution, f(8 13 ). The latter may then be used to obtain a better estimate of the mean delay 8 13 .
In-Channel and Out-of-Channel Events
When a single-channel pulse-height analyser is used in the 'Y channel, the latter can be dead due to events which do not fall into the pulse-height range being selected, and such events are referred to as out-of-channel events. The effect can be treated exactly, provided the out-of-channel events are also measured, and provided all 'Y events suffer the same dead-time loss ( = 1/ (1 + p' Y7'Y)), caused by all-y events.
Thus, five count rates R 13 , R'Yi' Rei> R'Y, Re require measurement, where j( = 1 say) denotes in-channel events and where R'Y, Re are the total rates, including both in-and out-of-channel events. This can be achieved with two coincidence units with resolving times of say (r 13 i, r'Yi) and (r 13 , r' Y ).
The formulae for the total rate, p 13 ' Y, and all the parameters qi, Pi, p 13 ' Y, etc., are as given in previous sections where p'Y refers to the total 'Y rate.
The observed in-channel coincidence rate, Rei (with j = 1), is given by a generalization of Equation 5.49, which can be solved (Smith 1978; 1987) to obtain the in-channel "true" coincidence rate, Pl3"Yi' as where exp (p 13 r'Y) P13-yj = · {Rtj + P13-y(P13P-y :: [exp (-p13r-y) -X(r 13 j, r-yj)] -Rej7mY)}, (5.80)
and the X, Y are defined in Section 5.4.6 for the three cases:
(1) The high-order approximation for any deadtime values, with Y, X from Equations 5.55 and 5.56. (2) The exact formula for equal dead times ( 713 = 7-y), with Y, X from Equations 5.59 and 5.60. (3) The exact formula when one dead time is twice the other, with Y, X from Appendix E. In each case, X is a function of r 13 i, r ' Yi' 7 13 , 7-y, p13, p'Y and Y is a function of 7 13 , 7-y, p 13 , p'Y only. The method, in all cases, is first to determine p 13 ' Y from Equation 5.51, which then enables the calculation of Pl3' Yi from Equation 5.80. In the limit of zero out-of-channel events, when Pl3' Yi = p 13 ' Y, Equation 5.80 reduces to the simple coincidence case given by Equation 5.51. The exact iterative solution for any integer dead time ratio is also known (Smith 1978; 1987) .
As an alternative to the total rates R'Y, Re, the out-of-channel rates (say R-y 2 , Re 2 ) could be directly measured, along with the in-channel rates. Provided again that the same dead-time loss factor, 1/ (1 + p' Y7' Y), applies to all 'Y events, the out-of-channel "true" coincidence count rate, denoted by p 13 ' Y2' is given by Equation 5.80 withj = 2. Since
In-Channel and Out-of-Channel Events with Different Dead Times
If all out-of-channel "I events suffer the same dead time, T-youti which, however, differs from the mchannel dead time, T-y, then the approach outlined earlier needs to be generalized to allow additional states of the system, which leads to additional and modified differential equations. Such an extension was devised by Waddilove (1980) , from which he obtained the approximate solution for the in-channel coincidence rate, although it has so far only been developed to first order: The total coincidence rate, PfJ"Y' which enters only in the first-order correction terms, could be obtained, for example, from a separate measurement of the total rates Rri, R "Y, R e, where all "I pulses do suffer the same dead time, so that the standard Equation 5.51 applies.
Computer Discrimination
This technique (Smith, 1975) allows the simultaneous measurement of [3-count rates over a continuous range of f3 efficiencies, by recording the observed f3 spectrum with a "fast" multichannel analyzer. A conventional coincidence unit is used to provide a routing pulse, so that f3 pulses accompanied by a coincident "I pulse are stored in a different segment of memory from unaccompanied pulses. Thus, a coincidence and an anti-coincidence f3 spectrum are accumulated, from which, by simple integration, the f3 and coincidence count rates corresponding to any f3 discrimination level can be calculated. An example is given in Chapter 9.
The correction formula for the coincidence rate is similar to that for the in-and out-of-channel situation, except that the roles of f3 and "I are interchanged.
The elements of the coincidence spectrum are denoted by PfJ-yi, where li PfJ-yi = PfJ"Y' the total coincidence rate, and the elements of the f3 spectrum are denoted by PfJi· All recorded f3 pulses must suffer the same dead time, TfJ, irrespective of their position in the recorded f3 spectrum, so that PfJi = RriJC l -RriTri). The highorder approximation, and the two exact solutions for Tri= T-y and TM= 2Tm, are all given by exp (p-yrfJ . Storage of events according to 13 and -y energy, and notation used for the " true" count rates. Unaccompanied 13 events, Pbi(l ~ i ~ nil, are stored in row j = 0, and unaccompanied -y events, pgi( l ~ j ~ nj), are stored in column i = 0. The 13 and -y count rates in a given energy channel are and The total count rates are and P~ = ± P~i, i= l
The X and Y are as given in Section 5.4.6 for the three cases, and the resolving times, r 13 , r' Y are assumed independent of~ channel i. The total coincidence rate PP'Y is given by summing Equation 5.86 over all channels i, which leads directly to Equation 5.51. The approach is, therefore, to derive Pp'Y from Equation 5.51, which then enables all the elements Pp' Yi to be derived from Equation 5.86.
The method can be generalized to allow, say, n 'Y channels, derived from n pulse-height amplitude selectors, so that n coincidence spectra and one anti-coincidence spectrum are recorded. Then Equation 5.86 can be applied to each coincidence spectrum in turn, although, strictly speaking, the Cox-Isham formalism should only be applied if the logic is arranged so that each 'Y channel suffers the same dead-time loss, namely that caused by the total of all -y events.
As an alternative to using several pulse-height amplitude selectors, an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) could be used to analyse the 'Y spectrum, in addition to that used for the ~ spectrum, to give simultaneous discrimination in the 'Y and ~ channels. If the ~ ADC converts a ~ pulse of given energy to a digital value i(l ~ i ~ ni), and if the 'Y ADC converts a coincident 'Y pulse to a value j (l ~ j ~ ni), then the event p 13 ' Y(i, j) is stored at address (i + nd ), where ni is the number of channels in the ~ spectrum. An unaccompanied ~ event, Pbi, is stored at address i, and an unaccompanied 'Y event, Pgi' is stored at address nd (see Figure 5 .19).
The Cox-Isham formalism was applied to this situation by Smith (1987) , who gave explicit formulae for a high-order approximation for any dead times, as well as the exact solution for integer dead-time ratios.
Fixed Delay and Jitter with Out-of-Channel Events or Computer Discrimination
Fixed delay and time jitter for all the cases in sections 5.4.12 to 5.4.14 can be allowed for by a generalization of Equation 5.73 to (5.87) where the mean relative delay, -;5 13 i, may be different from the various 'Y channelsj.
For the special case of Tp = T' Y , where there is the additional first-order time-jitter effect noted in section 5.4.10, the correction formulae of Equations 5.80, 5.81 and 5.86 may be altered in the manner of Equation 5. 78, so that, for example, Rei in Equation 5.80 is multiplied by the factor (1 + p 13 ' Y J8e).
